
DOCUMENT  
The two documents I chose are “What Teen-Agers Watch - And Why” from 1977 and 
“Youthquake!” from 1992. Both were the cover stories of their respective issues of TV Guide, 
and both were concerned with trends regarding teens and television. However, in 1977, the 
article concerned itself with what teens themselves were watching, whereas the 1992 article was 
more preoccupied with the domination of youths in the actual content of network programming. 
Whereas the 1977 article was quite belittling of teens, the 1992 article seemingly gave agency 
back to the teens, indicating the power of actually acknowledging a demographic on TV: if the 
market deems a demographic marketable, and TV responds in representing said demographic as 
important, suddenly the choices this group makes regarding media consumption are equally 
important.  
Torgerson, Ellen. “What Teen-Agers Watch - And Why.” TV Guide, 23 Apr. 1977, pp. 4-7.  
Weiner, Stewart. “Youthquake!” TV Guide, 11 July 1992, pp. 6-13.  
 
QUEST 
I have a genuine interest in teen television, and was curious in the trends regarding that market. I 
started on the TV Guide online database, and came across these articles by title only. Considering 
the wording of the respective titles (“What Teen-Agers Watch - And Why” sounded much more 
baffled and condescending than “Youthquake!”) and the years they were published, I thought 
these articles might be able to give a glance into the trends of teen television. From there, I just 
wrote down the publication dates and went down to the microfilm area in the basement.  
 
RELEVANCE 
When television initially began, it was marketed towards both women and children, a 
demographic now seen as lesser than after the “legitimation” of television. However, the 
demographic of the “teenager” did not exist until after the invention of broadcast television, 
making their consumption habits previously an untapped market. As we discussed in class, 
advertisers being able to categorize whole demographics is extremely appealing, so in that sense, 
the first article makes a great deal of sense in the context of trying to decipher what teenagers 
were watching (“-and why”). What was a bit surprising was the amount of derision with which 
the author discussed the teenage subjects, referring to them as “insular little creatures” who are 
too preoccupied with superficial events in their lives to be concerned with the effect they have on 
television. Comparatively, “Youthquake!” speaks of an audience who knows their worth to 
advertisers: they have it reflected on their screen. With the rise of shows such as Beverly Hills, 
90210, shows had begun to cater to teens specifically. It was not, however, due to any increase in 
respect towards that age bracket, rather the fact that this demographic suddenly had a larger 
discretionary income, and were now extremely attractive to advertisers. This fits in with a larger 
conversation concerning representation on television, because while “Youthquake!” discusses 
the effects of shows made for teens’ benefit or the consequences of female representation, it is 
very clear that the only reason teens now see themselves on screen is that they were suddenly a 
very marketable source. Considering, however, the fact that this television is still not seen as 
“quality” television (as decided by the “sanctioned knowers”), teenagers have not actually seen 
themselves fully integrated into quality television at the point of “Youthquake!” Advertisers 
want their income, but those deciding what television is considered “good” are still thinking of 
the “insular little creatures” from the first article. 


